
Award-winning mentalists Jeff and Tessa Evason blend the mystical power of magic with spellbinding feats of telepathy and

illusion, psyching out audiences with an entertaining act that defies logical explanation. Hailed as “The most amazing mind-

reading act you’ve ever seen!” by Powers of the Paranormal on FOX-TV, the extraordinary duo have performed in over 30

countries across the globe and made numerous appearances on major television networks including The World’s Greatest Magic

on NBC, Grand Illusions on the Discovery Channel and Masters of Illusion on PAX.

The Evasons were voted top performers of the year by the international Psychic Entertainers Association and given the

prestigious honor of “The Dunninger Memorial Award for Distinguished Professionalism”. They're the only mentalists to be

granted “SARMOTI Award” at the World Magic Seminar in Las Vegas, which legendary magicians Siegfried and Roy present to

their favourite act. To add to their numerous honors, in 2003, The Evasons were the first recipients of “The Mentalism Award”

from the celebrated Milbourne Christopher Foundation. With such widespread recognition, The Evasons have become a popular

act for Fortune 500 corporate and campus events alike. The duo has entertained in Las Vegas’ renowned Bally’s, The Tropicana,

Caesar’s Palace and The Rio, as well as performed on some of the finest international cruise ships in the world including Disney

and Holland America.

It all began from an early age when Jeff had his curiosity piqued after watching the e...

Testimonials

The Evasons

“Wow! That's the number one word that calls to mind your performance. Your
professionalism and conscientiousness in the weeks leading up to your
performance gave our team every confidence they had made the right choice in
selecting The Evasons." 

- IEX - A TEKELEC COMPANY.

“All of our top sales managers and brokers enjoyed the show immensely. It was,
without a doubt, the highlight of the week. Your show was the topic of
conversation the next day at poolside and it set the tone for the rest of the
week.” 

- DOLE FOOD COMPANY, INC.
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